QUALITY POLICY

EVAS Ev Aletleri Ltd. Şti., which is involved in LPG cylinders manufacturing in Istanbul plant,
manufacturing, repair, refurbishment and periodical control in Ankara plant and repair, refurbishment and
periodical control activities in Izmir plant is committed to manufacturing its products meeting customer
expectations and all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements, and timely delivery of goods.
We are committed to the following principles:
with Our People;
 Increasing the technical and organizational competence of ourselves and our personnel;
 Creating highly trained, skilled and motivated work force which shares their knowledge and experience
in order to build stronger EVAS;
 Internalizing product quality criteria, ensuring quality in production;
 Managing the change, looking for unusual, thinking for the unthinkable with free minds;
 Being productive towards our North Star, by listening, learning and reacting with our common
consciousness;
 Providing a safe and secure environment for all employees and provide open and active
communications at all levels in the organization;
 Making an EVAS family to which everyone desires to join;
with Our Quality;
 Engaging everybody’s commitment at all levels of our organization to build the EVAS Culture.
 Continually improving our processes and products for meeting the requirements of our customers and
for the continued profitability of the company;
 Satisfying the market requirements regarding product quality;
 Ensuring customer satisfaction;
 Continually striving to reduce the product return rate or customer complaint rate to zero;
 Striving to deliver on time for all customers;
with Our Technology;
 Pursuing innovations in all aspects of development, manufacturing, and use;
with Our Value;
 Providing our customers with products and services of remarkable value over our competitors by
increasing productivity, quality and overall product value.
We are committed to maintain and continually improve the effectiveness of our quality management
systems, comply with all applicable requirements, and deliver excellence to customers through our
products, processes, services, and relationships.
Each and every EVAS employee is involved in and dedicated to achieving our goals to create a better
EVAS.
The management of the company declares full engagement in order to prepare appropriate conditions
and ensure sufficient funds for realization of the established Quality Policy and correct functioning and
continuous improvement of the Quality Management System compliant with the requirements of EN ISO
9001; EN ISO 3834-2 and all national or international standards, directives and regulations.
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